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01.I am a rolling stone 

In the friction of time 

I am a rolling stone 

Time has made me plain 

The friction removed all stain 

Sometimes on hilly spring 

Sometimes on the river bed 

Time flow above me 

The truck carries to sunny road 

Bearing severe pressure and pain 

I wait for good days and rain 

But my hope goes in vane 

Only sorrow and tears I gain 

In the long run my surface become smooth 

The morning rays reflect rainbow 

The butterfly rests on my surface 

The child said “wow what a beautiful stone!” 

02.Pressure made me diamond 

The pressure of pain made me strong 

I survived millions of years long 

Though I was carbon abandoned 

Time changed me to become diamond; 

Persistence and perseverance make you bold 

A brave new world everyday unfold 

New history is made which was untold 

At premium your innovation will be sold; 

Whenever you fall down in the journey 

Immediately stand up and start the tourney 

While fetching honey the bee may bite 

But for the best taste you must fight; 

The pleasure and pain two sides of the coin 

You will be successful if both side you can join 

Difficulties and hurdles are only dotted line 

Attitude and hard work make everything fine. 
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03.Howdy Modi 

Howdy Modi, Howdy Modi 

Chidambaram is rowdy 

Modi and Trump together 

Indo-American friendship forever 

Fusion of Indian culture with America 

It glows like Jesus’s cloth veronica 

Modi haters face once again blackened 

Whole opposition is now drunken; 

Howdy Modi, Howdy Modi 

Imran and Pakistan is now rowdy 

Article three seventy abrogated 

India can never be segregated 

Houston address will be always remembered 

In Modi era India is moving fast towards development 

Howdy Modi will bring lot of improvement 

One day no Indian will remain insolvent. 

 

04.Free meal 

In the world no free meal 

But your money can be steal 

People will come with fake deal 

Every moment they will try to kill 

No one will come forward to heal 

In the sea will sink your zeal 

Forever your future will seal 

Your bank balance will be nil 

You will be unable to pay bill 

No money even to buy pill 

Never run after free money and meal 

Work hard with determination and will. 
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05.Better remain shy 

Never hurt anybody’s soul 

You will score only self-goal 

Harsh words are like boomerang 

Never allow it to come to tongue 

Word once told can’t be taken back 

In future it may again reflect and rack 

Word is omnipotent never it die 

Always speak the truth not a lie 

Your foul word may force a friend to cry 

When angry better to remain shy. 

06.Cry for a while 

When heart is full of sorrow 

Rain is needed for better tomorrow 

Crying is not always a bad thing 

Lot of relief to mind it can bring 

The tears will wash away pain 

Clear will be your chocked drain 

Smile will come back to your face again 

For the heart crying is like rain 

Don’t allow negative emotions to pile 

Bring rainbow to life crying for a while. 

07.Hiking 

Hiking is always better than biking 

Satisfactory is also bicycle riding; 

Walking on country side is good 

It can enlighten and refresh mood; 

When you walk through hilly tracks 

The negativity of the mind brakes; 

Going on foot through dense forest 

Cautious mind always stay abreast; 

Hiking never pollute water and air 

Walking with friends is pleasure and fair.      
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08.I can move alone 

When no one comes to wipe my tears 

I throw away my all the fears 

In this world for me no one cares 

So with the bottle I shout cheers; 

My tears dry with the breeze 

I take out ice from my freeze 

Friends come to give accompany 

Together they make only cacophony; 

In the world we born alone with a cry 

For surviving alone we must try 

During rosy days everyone will say hello hi 

In trouble time near and dear one also say bye; 

I am used to walk alone in the madding crowd 

This attitude allows me to move forward 

Loneliness taught me not to become coward 

Journey with others are lifetime award. 

 

09.Better tomorrow 

Every evening I hope for a better tomorrow 

Always forget today’s pain and sorrow 

With the morning comes two sparrow 

Happy that from the sun no need to borrow; 

Today is a beautiful day with sunshine 

For seeing two sparrow the day will be fine 

To achieve higher, I forget to rest and dine 

I can’t waste to day because it is mine; 

The silvery moonlight brings the reward 

Even in the darkest night I move forward 

I know tomorrow will come again with hope 

So the darkness of night I can easily cope. 
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10.All wives are same 

Why all wives are same  

Husband always to blame  

Greed for name and fame  

Scold husband if he became lame 

Hide and seek is regular game 

Neither can be easily tame  

Each will say other shame, shame 

But fight together for family name 

All wives of world are same. 

 

11.War is not solution  

Time is relative  

So it is sensitive  

Fifteen become heavier  

Forty is lighter  

Peace is always brighter  

Buddha was never hostile  

Because love is very fragile  

War is never a solution  

Ashoka took peace resolution  

Nuclear weapon should go hibernation  

Let world work for terrorism dilution. 
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12.Love 

You don’t know when you may fall in love 

You may get attracted to any curl and curve 

No barrier of language, religion can stop  

Caste, creed, colour, power all it can mop 

Love is the binding force of male and female  

In the modern society now love is for open sale 

Yet love is viral and anyone can cheer and hail. 

 

13.Enjoy your money  

In the mad run for money  

We come across leaving honey  

Life is not a destination but journey  

Every day is a beautiful tourney  

So also the journey is funny; 

When we run for money hunt 

Our vision become very blunt  

Time moves fast with money accumulation  

When we realise the truth no solution  

Poor health forced just face humiliation; 

Honeymoon never lasts too long 

Though your wealth may grow strong 

So stop at every beautiful station  

Eat honey with friends with satisfaction  

Enjoying money than accumulation is better solution. 
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14.Why world is round? 

God made this world round  

So that we can hear his sound 

Sunshine everybody can found  

Air and water flow around  

To him we are duty bound; 

The world has no length and breadth  

But every moment we have to breathe  

The life in the world is complex math  

Only few can gather money and wealth  

The best can survive long with health. 

 

15.Man animal conflict  

With felling of plant and trees  

Man animal conflict increase 

The oxygen in air decrease; 

Man destroyed trees and forests  

They never think about animals interests  

Thus converted many places to deserts; 

Animals are not responsible for climate change 

They always remain within natural range  

Conflict with animal, man always arrange; 

Man has expedite global warming  

So ice of glaciers are quickly melting  

Environment and ecology man only destroying. 
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16.The beautiful poem  

The world is a beautiful poem  

Sun is its controlling doyen;  

Nothing in nature looks bad  

Telling someone ugly is sad;  

The river, hill, ocean all are poetry  

Beautiful women are its Notary  

For a better world poetry is votary  

Poems are part of life without boundary; 

The sky, moon, rain and the forest  

For poetry all are always dearest; 

The existence of poetry depends on world  

Without nature poems will remain untold. 

 

17.Clock is not time  

The clock is not measure of time 

Without clock also time run fine 

My watch may be dead at night  

But the sun rises at five AM right 

Clock can’t make my time bright 

To make time right I have to fight 

Time will give zeros if we take it light  

Wasting time will make life full of plight  

Life will become endless night. 
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18.Tik tok 

Tik tok tik tok 

Life is full of flip flop 

Up down up down  

Silence and sound  

Day and night comes  

Round and round  

Happiness and misery  

Everywhere to found  

Rise and fall come and go  

Sometimes fast sometimes slow  

Kiss and miss part of life  

Joy and sorrow together strive  

Tik tok tick talk  

Your dance upload and unlock. 

 

19.Think logically  

 

Why sacrifice animal for God  

For this act he will not give nod 

Don’t hit the helpless with iron rod 

Animals are beautiful tiny tod; 

God is omnipotent and merciful  

All over the universes he rule 

Pleasing him by blood wrong tool 

Human is making itself a fool 

Think with logic when brain is cool. 
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20.Be like quark 

 

O’ thy young Turk 

On earth leave your mark  

Be strong like shark 

Ignite life with a spark  

Overcome the dark  

Give yourself a jerk  

Make world beautiful park 

Be like quark  

No need to bark. 

 

21.O’ my sweetheart darling  

O’ my sweetheart darling  

You are my Pound Sterling  

Don’t do bouncer balling  

In fear my heart is falling  

Please stop today’s scolding; 

Without you life is vacuum  

You are my companion premium  

In my life you are like platinum  

Sing a song with your harmonium 

Don’t force me to take opium. 

 

22.I am defeated by destiny  

Destiny forced me to kneel down  

Once I had on my head golden crown  

I was declared as a great hero  

But in the final battle I became zero 

My power, kingdom everything vanished  

To solitary confinement I was banished  

Power, money, might, glory all temporary  

Only my shadow was my contemporary 

Alexander, Napoleon, Hitler ends tragically  

They are also the governed by destiny basically.     
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23.I want a new world  

 

A world without country  

A world without boundary  

A world without religion  

A world without pollution  

A world without constitution  

A world without subversion  

A world without restriction 

A world without frustration  

O' Lord give us a new world  

A new civilization we want to unfold. 

 

 

24.I love my country  

 

When I love my country  

I can love the world  

Human values automatically unfold; 

Patriotism is not for sale  

It is not to show and tell  

Conduct will ring the bell; 

He who don't love motherland  

He can't help mankind  

Such people are born blind; 

Charity begins at home  

Google has given us chrome  

For humanity no need of bomb; 

Love your family, love your neighbour  

Your country you will love forever  

One day you will be humanity's savour. 
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25.Die with friendship  

 

Whatever big palace you built  

One day in the history it will tilt  

Your stay in the palace is limited  

To remove you, time is committed  

To the graveyard you will be submitted; 

Better sleep is important than palace  

You may end up in hospital cold storage  

Your palace may go to reverse mortgage  

Better invest in health and relationship 

Dine, wine, travel, dance and die with friendship. 

 

 

26.Gandhi  

 

He was a votary of peace  

To India nonviolence teach  

Cleanliness his beach  

Love all he always preach  

In world immortality he reach; 

Gandhi was Buddha's true disciple  

His life was honest and simple  

India's independence was his mission  

To wage war he never gave permission  

Peace and nonviolence his submission; 

He believed in religious tolerance  

Division in the name of God nonsense  

But flailed to induce people's common sense  

India got Hindu-Muslim communal division  

He was killed for a cause which was not his decision. 
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27.Past, present and future 

 

Future is resultant of past and present  

Without present future is absent  

Past can give only expert comment  

In work of present future is latent  

For better future present work important; 

Summation of past and present is life 

Future is only hope to become delight  

Dream for future make present right  

Build your present, past and future will be bright. 

 

28.I like simple people  

I like people who are simple  

Of course, female with dimple  

Simple people are honest people  

In friendship they don't dribble  

Their mindset is also not fickle; 

Simple living gives them good health  

High thinking is their real wealth  

Beauty of world they can unfold  

A batter new world they try to mould  

Dignity and integrity, they always hold. 

 

29.O God, lift your veil 

When monkey lost its tail 

It pushed all animals to jail 

God's mercy to animals fail 

Yet God didn't send a mail 

Nor send a letter through rail 

So to God, animals never hail 

Many species lost their trail 

God's own creation about to derail 

The world man alone can't sail 

Time is ripe for God to lift his veil. 
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30.Alcohol 

One peg good, two change mood 

Three is food, four can be rude; 

What a wonderful liquid alcohol 

Everyday many people lost control; 

Many lost their hard earned money 

But they can't live without red honey; 

Alcohol can make the wise funny 

One can become bankrupt without penny; 

For the weak minded alcohol is elixir 

With hundreds brand they are familiar; 

Alcohol has devotes more than religion 

Whisky, brandy, wine make own opinion; 

To resolve problems alcohol is not solution 

Yet during trouble it is man's best companion. 

 

31.Move on move on 

Living in a dynamic universe 

Don't try to become static 

Momentum make life fantastic 

Static things become rustic 

He who moves on are iconic; 

Money, youth, beauty all temporary 

Forever you will not remain honorary 

You are not a permanent functionary 

Time may block your artery coronary 

Better move on drinking Bloody-marry; 

The earth never stopped its rotation 

To move around sun is its destination 

Momentum is its natural inclination 

So to move on never show hesitation. 
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32.Sankardev 

He was poet, philosopher and reformer 

Ahead of time he was a dreamer 

He introduced a caste less society 

Classes less world was his polity 

Thought of socialism before Marxism 

His philosophy was universal humanism 

Preach for wellbeing of dog, fox and donkey 

Ask his followers to treat every creature carefully 

His dream was a beautiful world with peace and equity 

Whole life worked to develop society with positive mentality 

Sankardev was a prophet par excellence 

Let the world now learn from him tolerance. 

 

33.I blame none for failure 

I blame none for my failure 

I have done mistakes is sure; 

I got opportunity to choose 

But due to idleness I lose; 

Nobody forced me my path 

Always I thought I am right; 

Best suggestion I have ignored 

My ego I never allowed to lowered; 

I thought I choose the best option 

Never tried for change and rotation; 

Now when I become lame duck 

Why should I blame others for the stuck; 

I have to change my destiny of my own 

No one will give his success to me on loan. 
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34.Life is a matter of choice 

Life is full of infinite opportunities 

Thousands of cheerful communities 

Yet there is no security of life 

But choices are plenty and bright 

So be sensible and choose right; 

Choose wrong, whole life have to fight 

Wind may blow away your flying kite 

Any moment darkness will chase light 

You may not face challenges with might 

Every moment your going may be tight; 

Fly the available best flight 

Rise to the maximum height 

Above cloud fly in the night 

Will overcome all your plight 

Life will be beautiful and quiet. 

 

35.Never tell a lie 

No one wants to die 

Yet one day has to fly 

Someone will cry 

Someone will say bye 

Someone will remain shy 

But everyone will die; 

Don't make life dry 

To make it better try 

Be a bold and smart guy 

Never tell a lie 

Smile and say everyone hi. 
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36.Continue your journey 

Don't calculate pain and gain 

Umbrella is there for rain 

Calculation will push you to drain 

Make smile your companion main 

Life is always a combination chain; 

To pick nectar of life move smiling 

Forgetting death rise after falling 

Journey may not be smooth sailing 

In the race of life you may be trailing 

In the long run your smile will be shining; 

When life cry every moment for a penny 

To move forward you will see options many 

Look at others, life is really very funny 

One day the bold and beautiful will be nanny 

So no need to calculate, continue your journey 

 

37.Life is a beautiful event  

The life is a beautiful event  

Summation of many component 

But life is never permanent  

So don't forget today's enjoyment  

With good jobs add to it supplement; 

Life always has an inherent reason  

It changes like the four season  

Don't make beautiful life a prison  

Your life is not for comparison  

You have own rainbow and distinction; 

Make life memorable one  

Like season it will be gone  

Fill every moment with fun 

For small bump no heart burn 

Tomorrow again you can run.  
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38.Knowing is not enough  

Count your chicken before it hatch  

Otherwise total will never match;  

Failure is the pillar of success is true  

Provided from failure you take a clue;  

The journey will start with a single step  

But fill your fuel tank before you leap; 

Practice leads to perfection you know  

One day performance you must show; 

Slow and steady wins the race  

Provided no competitor is in haste; 

Knowing a thing is not the actual fact  

To achieve it with persistence you must act. 

39.The world is on reverse gear 

The world is now on reverse gear 

Environmental degradation is clear  

Biodiversity is no more our dear  

For deduction no one now fear  

People only shed crocodile tear  

Devastation is approaching near 

Sound of melting pole we can hear  

Species of animals extinct every year 

One day we will face tragedy like King Lear. 

40.Namghar (Assamese prayer house) 

Not like Church, Mosque or temple 

Namghar is an unique example  

Combination of art, culture and spirituality  

Shankardev established it scientifically  

Namghar integrates people socially; 

The seniors get respect on first row 

To love and care children all devotes know 

The unwritten conduct every one follow  

The rhythm of prayer together flow 

Let world see it's spirit and say wow. 
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41.Namghosa ( নামঘ াষা) 

The gem of spiritual literature  

The teaching of Namghosa is forever  

It's philosophy is the tallest tower  

Sing it's hymn in everyday prayer 

Such a religious text in world is rare; 

Namghosa teaches universal brotherhood  

Work with denunciation for mankind's good 

Even to the weakest one never become rude  

Pray the sage who even don't desire salvation  

Working with prayer for better wold is best satisfaction. 

 

42.Shankardev the unifier  

When Assam's society was divided  

Unification path Shankardev provided  

All caste, creeds he tactfully united  

Assamese identity to world enlightened; 

Shankardev was not merely a spiritual guru  

He laid foundation for Assam's better tomorrow  

The best teachings of all religions he borrow 

So his thinking and philosophy is not narrow; 

God is omnipotent and expression less 

Rituals and animal sacrifice to get him is useless  

Purity of mind and soul can only bless  

Through brotherhood and love society can progress. 
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43.Never stop momentum  

The sun never rises or sets 

Earth only moves on it's axis  

We say Sunset on relative basis; 

When sun sets in one place of earth  

In some other places for light no dearth  

The rotation of earth continues on it's path; 

Never stop your momentum when it is dark  

Otherwise you will lost your destination park 

Time will give you untimely dead mark. 

 

44.Logic and wisdom  

A bird in hand is better than two in bushes  

To catch them never make rushes;  

The distant hill is always look beautiful  

Going near you can see bump plentiful; 

Never neglect near one for distant glamour  

When you reached, will know all are rumour ; 

If you can catch fish sitting on the sea shore  

No need to go to the hostile mid sea any more; 

Courage and confidence does mean blind move  

Better success logic and wisdom will prove. 
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45.Don't sacrifice the innocent for God 

Why sacrifice innocent animal 

Why halal desert friend camel  

Dog, fox, donkeys soul is also God  

Sacrificing them for God is a fraud  

To kill them God has not given his nod; 

Sankardev taught futility of sacrifice  

His salvation philosophy is precise  

Pray God with clean and open mind 

In animals also omnipotent you will find 

So to the nature and earth always be kind; 

The rituals are creation of vested people  

With prayer, meditation live a life simple  

God doesn't have a shape or bodily existence  

He is infinite, shapeless and only to feel his omnipotence  

For a better world, against sacrifice always give resistance. 

 

46.Trust  

Trust is very rare  

So to trust be fair  

It is also very fragile  

Quickly become hostile  

Trust is always volatile  

Never static but mobile  

To develop need year 

Disappear in small fear  

Be trustworthy for all 

From top you will not fall 

When people trust you 

They will accept your view. 
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47.Loneliness  

No one in this world alone  

We are made of same clone  

Loneliness is state of mind  

Companion is easy to find 

When we love the near and dear 

As companion they will cheer  

Selfishness always generates fear  

In loneliness you have to shed tear 

When you throw ego and greed  

To your call everyone one will heed  

Sing a song with birds under a tree 

From loneliness you are always free. 

 

48.Tentative existence  

Nobody knows how long he will live  

So share with others when you are alive  

Enjoy others smiling face when you give 

People's small mistake always forgive  

In this world nobody is permanent native; 

Eat, drink and enjoy as much as you can 

But be generous to others like a good man  

Unused resources you can't take to grave 

Everything you gather you have to leave  

Your existence in this world is tentative. 
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49.Only mystery  

The existence of universe is the only mystery  

Everything else are only corollary; 

The universe may be static or dynamic  

But its existence is the actual comic ; 

The constituents may be subatomic  

But the size of planets and stars gigantic; 

Who created, why and how is the question  

No one can give an answer to our satisfaction; 

The infinite boundary less ever expanding universe  

But for a moment only all living things survive. 

 

50.Save sea from pollution  

In human life cycle sea is equally important  

The world is unique creation of omnipotent  

Sea alone is bigger than all the continent  

Living thing started at sea is also pertinent  

To save sea from pollution is commitment 

The vastness of sea inspires to think beyond  

So once upon a time America was found  

People realized long back world is round. 

51.When heart beats increase  

When my heart beat increases in fear  

I know to help me God will be very near  

To his children he is always kind and dear 

With his presence I can wipe out my tears  

I can move in life's path again on top gear; 

In the darkest night with you God is there  

Your sorrow and pain he will try to share  

His absence during bad days is rare 

When you pray he will certainly take care 

To come near you he never asks taxi fare. 
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52.Listen to your heart  

Always listen to your heart  

In trouble time it never flirt  

To understand heart is an art 

It can only clean mind's dart  

Self-esteem it will not hurt; 

Brain is too much logical  

Gain and lose is mathematical  

Anger is haste and surgical  

Love is fragile and emotional  

In confusion don't be political; 

Heart is clear and transparent  

Never think anything apparent  

For the heart don't be deterrent  

In darkest day heart is supplement  

The path of heart is omnipotent. 

 

53.Love is reciprocal  

Love and hate both are reciprocal  

They are also apparently sinusoidal  

But jealousy is always colonial; 

Love follow Newton's third law 

If you love someone they also follow  

Hate also rebound with a blow; 

The world is a place of action and reaction  

Life and death forever move in continuation  

So live and let live is the only solution; 

Good action can create only reaction good  

Honesty and trust creates pleasant mood  

With ease you can digest your daily food. 
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54.Midnight Sun  

When sweet heart ask for sun in midnight  

You must realize that she wants to fight  

Please accept that your pent will be tight 

Better go out to search for Firefly's bright  

Inside you can't win even applying might; 

In the morning when the sun rises  

You will have to listen to her cries  

She will not ask for sun in the noon  

Any moment sweetheart may ask for moon 

Run for office before she throws a spoon. 

 

55.MBA 

MBA degree can't make an entrepreneur  

For many students it remains as souvenir;  

To become a successful businessman  

One needs to be a hardworking human; 

Positive attitude is important than capital  

To do networking one should be social; 

Keep eyes and ears open with close mouth  

Always be prepared to travel north to south; 

Meeting people with smile order of the day 

To innovative and new idea no never say; 

Learn from mistakes when you move forward  

Knowledge, experience, wisdom gives best reward. 
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56.Degree  

Don't be mad for a degree  

Success will give it free 

Follow passion with dedication  

Give importance to innovation  

To a problem find easy solution  

You can make own institution  

When equipped with best skill  

The importance of degree is nil  

With new idea work with will  

In three hours exam no thrill. 

57.Religion  

Religion is a tool for division  

God has not made this provision  

It was only selfish man's creation  

Now mankind need it's substitution  

Accepting humanity is the solution; 

Religion has no scientific basis  

All religion has different thesis  

For religion world is now in crisis  

One day religion will be nemesis  

Division of people let us resist. 

58.Diwali  

Diwali may be festival of light  

But the pollution is not right  

For a clean Diwali let us fight  

Sound is not for showing might  

Crackers causes only plight; 

Light a lamp for better tomorrow  

Burning hands will bring sorrow  

For own interest safety rule follow  

Don't ignite rockets to move like arrow  

Harming nature will make Diwali narrow. 
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59.Why we wakeup  

We wake up in the morning for breakfast  

After eleven O' clock it will not last  

Breakfast is the only attraction to rise 

Otherwise sleeping with blanket is nice 

Dreams of night fade in the morning  

In the stomach hunger starts burning  

Morning is also the time for pursing  

Bread, butter, jam all are waiting 

Wakeup don't miss the breakfast timing 

In the office boss is ready for shouting. 

 

60.Corruption in India  

Corruption is Indian people's lifeline  

Without corrupt money we can't dine 

With bribe money God also shine  

Between honesty and corruption no line 

For the society corrupt people are fine; 

We bribe God to give us instant favour  

But reluctant to do necessary labour  

Siphoning people's money we get honour  

Nation is legacy of hypocrisy and clamour  

To defy law Indian minds full of armour; 

No leader can make India corruption free  

Corruption in India is deep rooted tree 

For us corrupt money is tastier than ghee  

Struggle for a honest society is below knee  

For a better India we have to bribe Thee. 
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61.False promise  

Right-wing politicians can't eradicate corruption  

For a corruption free society we need Revolution  

Democracy and election is not a good solution  

Corrupt people should be sent for execution  

Tough law is needed with full proof implementation  

For this society must unite with firm determination  

Democracy is giving Indian people only lip service  

For decades all politicians are giving us false promise. 

 

62.O' Lord, Open your eyes 

God is dumb, deaf and blind 

But people say he is very kind 

Our mistakes he never mind 

So cruel man everywhere we find 

Now is the time for God to unwind; 

O' God open your eyes to see your creation  

Seeing the world you will not get satisfaction  

Listen to men's cruel and destructive international  

You will be forced to speak out a new solution  

Otherwise you will have to decide for mankind's destruction. 
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